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Memristors – Explosive Recent Interest
HP group of Stan Williams reported hysteretic switching behavior in
Pt/TiO/Pt structures (Nature 2008)
As of midnight: 529 citations

Switching by Channel Formation

100nm

- TMO systems are inherently inhomogeneous
- Switching mechanism: channel formation by oxygen vacancy migration
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TM transport evidence for channel formation
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Electronic Channel Formation model
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic model with a single conductive channel
within the dielectric. The three regions L, R and B correspond to the two high resistance interfaces and the more conductive central bulk, respectively. The small boxes indicate
the domains. b) Detailed scheme of the conductive path. The
grayscale qualitatively depicts the variation in the oxygen vacancy concentration through the channel (darker corresponds
to higher concentration). The top figure shows the initial
state with uniformly distributed oxygen vacancies, and the
bottom one shows the inhomogeneous distribution after the

initial constant concentration, o must be much smaller
than one, since it physically represents the concentration
of defects (oxygen vacancies) within a domain. We adopt
4
.
o = 10
Similarly to actual resistive switching experiments,
we simulate the applied voltage protocol V (t) by linear ramps that follow the sequence 0 ! +Vmax ! 0 !
Vmax ! 0 (our convention is that the right electrode
is grounded). The duration is of s time steps. The sequence may be repeated a number of cycles n, for a total duration ⌧max = ns. In our simulations we choose
V0 /Vmax = 0.016, that provides a non-negligible but slow
di↵usive contribution to the evolution of i with respect
to the total time duration of the simulations (ie, the total number of time steps). We set Vmax = 1000 that
provides for a sufficiently large electric stress. Our qualitative results are rather robust with respect to the choice
of model parameters, a detailed systematic study of their
dependence is left for future work.
The coefficients AB , AR and AL still remain to be specified.
With no loss of generality, we fix the value of the
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FIG. 4: Top (semi-log scale): Snapshots of the density concentration profiles for the symmetric configuration, normalized to
the initial uniform density value i / o , during the hysteresis
cycle (first half). Bottom: The corresponding profiles of local
resistance ⇢i for the same snapshots. Inset: Position of the
snapshots in the (first half) hysteresis loop.

cancies have moved out the left interfacial region and
Rozenberg et al (2010)
entered the bulk, where their migration suddenly stops.
Once in the bulk, the contribution to the total resistance
Vacancies
of these
migrating vacancies is reducedincrease
(AB << ALresistance
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end. Thus, the
HI
system is back to RT . The voltage protocol
next continues
to electrode into bulk
with the decrease of V back to zero but keeping the same
(positive) polarity. Therefore no significant change in the
i and ⇢i profiles occurs, and half of the table with legs is
already formed. When the negative polarity part of the
cycle begins a similar analysis follows, since the distribution of vacancy concentrations is a mirror image of the
initial one. This forms the other half of the table.

Metallic conduction: not intended
To conclude, our results put on solid theoretical
grounds the
key role played by oxygen vacancies in the
for binary oxide
systems
mechanism of resistive switching in TMO. They also pro-

faces and the accumulation at the boundaries are such
that compensate for the di↵erence between the respective A coefficients, to yield similar electric fields across
the boundaries of the regions. Yet, at the very left end of
the system there is a small pile-up of vacancies which, as
soon as the voltage is ramped up, will translate into the
largest local fields and initiate the ionic migration. At
V /Vmax =0.25, we observe a snapshot of the migration
of the vacancies across the left interfacial region towards
the bulk. From the resistance expression Eq. (2), so long

vide valuable insights, predicting a non-trivial spatial
profile of the oxygen vacancy distribution which may be
of help for device design. An exciting idea for future
work is to explore the possibility of using atomistic, first
principles, calculations to study properties of electrode transition metal oxide interfaces to estimate the parameters of the model and provide guidance in the material
choice for actual memory devices.
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 Retention:
 Few atomic jumps may impact conduction of narrow filament
Channel
dynamics model of Kittl group

variability lateral
of retention
 Stronger (more conductive) filaments have better retention
HfOsimulations:
system
MC
Kittl et al (2012)
Vacancies

increase conductance TAT

Boundary layer (“A”)

absent

Electron dynamics

TAT network, no feedback to
vacancies

Pile-up next to interface

none

Cause of switching

conducting channel
disintegrates/reassembles

Shimeng Yu, Y. Y. Chen, X. Guan, H.-S. Philip Wong, J. A. Kittl , Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 043507 (2012)

Limited utility:
- for narrow devices
- Kittl,
in light
of direct
imaging
Prof. Jorge
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Switching by Front Dynamics

Thermal image

O vacancy density from
X-ray fluorescence

Switching may involve
sample-wide front/wall moving

Janousch et al, (2006)

of w during six off-switching tests with external voltages
ranging from 3.0 to 5.5 V. Figure 3"c# shows five onswitching tests with voltages of '1.25 and '1.4 V. We
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Experimental evidence for
Front model
1. Direct imaging
Shows dynamics of front explicitly
2. HP group analyzed scaling of I-V with lateral
width of contact: front/channel in TiO: x~50-100nm
3. In devices of decreasing size: do front and
channel pictures converge? Device lateral size can
get in the same range of ~30-50nm
However, in small devices the channels can get
smaller as well, only few nm, still distinct from front
of size, comparable to system size
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where Di and mi are the ion diffusion constant and mobility,

modified Newton–Raphson method.
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HP simulations

4. Simulation: w(ON)=0
Self arrest: NO

HP measurement of ON/OFF width

Expt: w(ON)=1.4nm
YES

So, we decided to check out the vacancies

by checking in the Bates Motel

What could possibly go wrong?

Our Simulations
vacancy rich

vacancy poor

(1) calculate the full energy of the electron
system, driven by an applied voltage
(2) move the electrons with Monte-Carlo
dynamics until a steady current state is
established (1-100 million MC steps)

Motivated by TiO2/TiO(2-x) layered
binary oxide structures
Pre-formed system, no additional
formation is needed: the front
separating high and low vacancy
density regions is prepared
Can be equally appropriate for a
formed channel
Thickness of insulating TiO2 layer is
about 2nm or less

(3) move the vacancies according to a MonteCarlo dynamics using the electron
configuration related to steady current
(4) recalculate the electronic current
(5) repeat the vacancy & electron updates until
both reach steady state, then record the
current, corresponding to the applied voltage
(6) change the voltage incrementally and repeat
steps (1)-(5)

Energetics
Electron energy

grain charging
energy

Coulomb
interaction

potential due to
external voltage

Electrodes
Electron reservoirs, separated from bulk with a work function W

disordered
grain energy

Dynamics
Electron dynamics

δj < δ0: tunneling, in boundary layer
p(i→j)  = p0 exp(-(V0+ΔEij – const.δj)) Θ(-ΔEij)
Tunneling barrier lowered by energy gradient and vacancy density

δj > δ0: metallic, in bulk
p(i→j)  = p0 Θ(-ΔEij)
Vacancy dynamics
δρ(i→j)  = µ exp(-(V00-ΔVij))/E0)
Mott-Guerney type

Results: No mobile vacancies
Onset/switching could have been observed without vacancy dynamics:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Anderson localization
Interacting localization (Coulomb Glass)
Some kind of depinning
Mott transition

Instead: no hysteresis, no switching

Mobile vacancies are essential for switching phenomena

Results: Mobile vacancies

Simulation

WO3/PT cell

5

Different types of I-V curves

4
FIG. 5. I
V curves from the model with interface layers
containing mobile oxygen vacancies. Left panel: the voltage
sweep starts with positive polarity. Vset = 16 and Vreset = 5.
Here, C s = 0.3, C c = 0.1, C d = 0.5, Navg = 30, and disorderRon/Roff ratio as a function of
= 5. Right panel: the voltage sweep starts with negative po-parameters
larity. Vset = 7 and Vreset = 11. The same parameters as the
left panel are used.
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Results: Parameter space exploration
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Depending on the sense of cycling of the applied voltage, the I V curve assumes different shapes. When a

Switching Mechanism
1. Electron depletion layer forms next to front,
enhances total electric field felt by front
2. Total field depins front towards electrode
3. Insulating layer gets thinner: electron
conduction switches ON, flushing out electron
depletion layer
4. This reduces field, arrests further front motion

Comparison to other work
Rozenberg, Sanchez, Levy et al
4
cancies have moved out the left interfacial region and
Rozenberg
et al
entered the bulk, where their migration suddenly
stops.
Once in the bulk, the contribution to the total resistance
of these migrating vacancies is reduced (AB << AL ),
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increase
resistance
thus the system reaches the RTLO state
(leg of the table).
Notice that in this state, the largest fields occur at the
boundaries of
the bulk
and the interfacial
regions. Thus,
Boundary
layer
(“A”)
present
as V is further increased, the left interfacial region depletes further and therefore the voltage drop gets lower
there. In contrast, on the right side the electric fields are
further enhanced
and there is now a implicit
migration of vacanElectron
dynamics
cies from the accumulation peak of the bulk towards the
right interfacial region. This leads to an increase of the
Pile-up
next to interface vacancies
total resistance and, at the maximal voltage V /Vmax =1,
we find that the vacancies have entered the interfacial
region of
and switching
already piled-up at the right
end. Thus,
the
Cause
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bump
inside
system is back to RTHI . The voltage protocol continues
interface
from
with the decrease of V back to zero but
keeping the moves
same
(positive) polarity. Therefore no significant
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nextchange
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FIG. 4: Top (semi-log scale): Snapshots of the density conceni and ⇢i profiles occurs, and half of the table with legs is
already formed. When the negative bulk
polarity part of the
tration profiles for the symmetric configuration, normalized to
the initial uniform density value i / o , during the hysteresis
cycle begins a similar analysis follows, since the distribucycle (first half). Bottom: The corresponding profiles of local
tion of vacancy concentrations is a mirror image of the
resistance ⇢i for the same snapshots. Inset: Position of the
initial one. This forms the other half of the table.
snapshots in the (first half) hysteresis loop.

faces and the accumulation at the boundaries are such
that compensate for the di↵erence between the respective A coefficients, to yield similar electric fields across
the boundaries of the regions. Yet, at the very left end of
the system there is a small pile-up of vacancies which, as
soon as the voltage is ramped up, will translate into the
largest local fields and initiate the ionic migration. At
V /Vmax =0.25, we observe a snapshot of the migration
of the vacancies across the left interfacial region towards
the bulk. From the resistance expression Eq. (2), so long

To conclude, our results put on solid theoretical
grounds the key role played by oxygen vacancies in the
mechanism of resistive switching in TMO. They also provide valuable insights, predicting a non-trivial spatial
profile of the oxygen vacancy distribution which may be
of help for device design. An exciting idea for future
work is to explore the possibility of using atomistic, first
principles, calculations to study properties of electrode transition metal oxide interfaces to estimate the parameters of the model and provide guidance in the material
choice for actual memory devices.
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Our work
increase conductance
defined by low vacancy
concentration: dynamic
explicit
electrons/holes
wall of high vacancy
concentration moves
driven by field with
contribution from hole
build-up

Our Model – Next Generation
- 3000 atoms
- Random energies
- Coulomb interaction
(100,000 grid point)
- Electrons jump by
master eq.

Summary
1. Reviewed some existing simulations, their applicability and limits
2. We studied the “coupled mobile electrons-mobile vacancies” model
with explicit electron dynamics, having long range interactions and
mobile vacancies
3. Switching requires mobility of vacancies
4. With mobile vacancies model reproduces experiments promisingly
5. Switching is driven by hole pile-up, flushed out with ON switching
6. Switching is - self-arresting
- sharp onset without assumption of double exponential w(i)
- boundary layer is self-defined

Broad Distribution of Switching Parameters

Memristors everywhere

(a) Au/Ti/SrZr0.998Cr0.002O3/SrRuO3; (b) Ag/CeO2/La0.67Ca0.33MnO3; 	

(c) Ag/Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+y heterojunction; (d) Pt/NiO/Pt; (e) Al/“Rose Bengal”/ITO; 	

(f) Al/DDQ/ITO; (g) Au/porus Si/p-type Si; (h) Double barrier AlAs/GaAs heterostructure.	


Hysteretic/switching resistors:
Bednorz strikes gold again

SrTiO3, SrZrO3

